THE SHOOTOUT
(The scores come from the Eclectic scores that are captured automatically)

1. Entry $2 per round
2. When you print your card, click Shootout if you want to enter and pay your money to
the office
3. A minimum of 10 rounds must be entered to qualify for the Shootout
4. Open to all Full Playing Lady Members of Redwood Park Golf Club
5. Only run on Saturdays
6. Match play cards will not count
7. In order for your shootout scores to count, you must complete a full round but a ball
may be picked up on a hole and this will not affect your shootout score
8. The Half Nett scores in the Shootout sheet will determine the position you finish
9. The maximum number of players for the Shootout will be 19
10. If less, then the number of holes played will be 1 less than the number of players
11. Full Playing Lady Members of RPGC can opt into this competition at anytime while the
competition is being run as long as a minimum of 10 rounds can be completed
12. The shootout date will be decided at the beginning of the year and will be played in
December on a Sunday.
13. Participants do not have to have paid the $25 competition fee.
Trophy Donated by Dale & John Harrison (Club Patrons)

SHOOTOUT PLAYING CONDITIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Order of play will be lowest Nett to highest Nett
Your handicap on the day will be used to determine your Nett score on a hole
The player with the highest Nett score will drop out after each hole
If there is a tie after the completion of a hole, those players will be involved in a chip off
The position of the chip off will be determined by the shootout referee
The players in the chip off may not watch the others as they do their chipping
The farthest player from the hole after chipping will drop out
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